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Abstract A minimization problem for the Ginzburg-Landau functional is consid-
ered on an annulus with thickness R in the class of functions Fd where
only the degree (the winding number), d, on the boundary is prescribed.
The existence of a critical thickness Rc which depends on the Ginzburg-
Landau parameter ! and d is established. It is shown that if R > Rc

then any function in separated form in polar coordinates can not be a
global minimizer in the class Fd and therefore the functions in a mini-
mizing sequence can not be of this form. Hence for a su!ciently thick
annulus, the variational Ginzburg-Landau problem is not a regular per-
turbation, in !, of the corresponding problem for harmonic maps. The
proof is based on an explicit construction of a sequence of admissible
functions with vortices approaching the boundary. The key point of
the proof is that the Ginzburg-Landau energy of the functions in this
sequence approaches a constant independent of R and !. By contrast,
in the class of functions with separated form in polar coordinates and
the same boundary conditions, there exists a unique minimizer whose
energy depends on R. This minimizer is rotationally invariant and con-
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verges uniformly to the solution of the corresponding harmonic map
problem as ! ! 0.

Keywords: Ginzburg-Landau, vortices, superconductivity, Brouwer degree

1. INTRODUCTION
This study was motivated by the following problem. In the work [2],

[3], a homogenization problem for an ideal superconductor reinforced by
a large number of thin insulating rods was considered. The mathematical
formulation of the problem amounted to a homogenization problem for
harmonic maps in a two-dimensional annular domain, AR, with many
small holes.

This problem had two specific mathematical features. First, the insu-
lating boundary condition implied that, in the variational formulation of
the problem, the only boundary condition on the external boundaries of
the annular domain was the prescribed Brouwer degree (or winding num-
ber [12]). Recall that the degree of a smooth complex valued function
u : !! S1 on the boundary of ! is defined by deg(u, !!) = 1

2!

!
"! u" "u

"#
where ! is a simply connected domain with smooth boundary and " is
a tangent vector on !!. Due to quantization, degree is a non-zero inte-
ger. Secondly, the problem was nonlinear, but there was an underlying
linear problem for the phase, which was multi-valued and inherited the
degree conditions. Roughly speaking, the homogenized problem can be
described as a new nonlinear problem in a homogeneous annular domain
(no holes) with e"ective anisotrophy, which can be calculated by solving
a linear cell problem.

This leads to a natural question: what if the superconductor is not
ideal (e.g. type II)? Mathematically, it means that the nonlinear con-
straint |u| = 1 on the complex valued order parameter in the Dirichlet
energy integral

!
A |#u|2 is relaxed by introducing the Ginzburg-Landau

type of energy,

E$(u) =
1
2

"

AR

|#u|2 +
1

4#2
(|u|2 $ 1)2, (1.1)

where # is the coherency length. For notational purposes, consider an
annulus Ar2\r1

= Br2\Br1 % R2 where BR = {(x1, x2) & R2 : x2
1 + x2

2 '
R2}. By the obvious rescaling, it is su#cient to consider the annulus
AR = AR\1 where R = r2/r1. Let

Fd = {u : AR ! C : u & H1(AR), deg(u, !BR)
= $ deg(u, !B1) = d, |u| = 1 on !AR}.

(1.2)
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The goal here is to find

min
Fd

E$(u) = min
Fd

1
2

"

AR

|#u|2 +
1

4#2
(|u|2 $ 1)2 (1.3)

if it exists and a function, u, at which E$ achieves this minimum. The
main issue in this analysis is the degree boundary conditions. The con-
dition |u| = 1 is technical and can be relaxed to 0 < c ' |u| ' 1 on the
boundary for some fixed c.

Note that the analysis of the minimization problem for the functional
(1.1) with Dirichlet boundary data which has some degree [7], and the
analysis of [2] and [3] for harmonic maps with the degree boundary
conditions shows that in both cases the answer to the solvability question
does not depend on the thickness, R, of the annulus, AR (the thickness
is the ratio of the inner radius to the outer radius). This may lead one
to believe that the solvability question for the problem (1.3) should also
be insensitive to the thickness of the annulus AR. The main goal of the
present work is to show that if only the degree of the boundary data
is prescribed, then the situation is more complicated. To this end, the
energy of functions in Fd is compared with the energy of the minimizer
of E$ in the subclass of functions with separated polar form, Fd

sep. Let

Fd
sep = {u : AR ! C : u & H1(AR), deg(u, !BR)

= $ deg(u, !B1) = d, |u| = 1 on !AR, and
u(r, $) = %(r)ei%(&),where % and & are real valued}.

(1.4)

Note that the minimizer in the class Fd, if it exists, satisfies the
following natural boundary condition

Im (ū(#u · ')) = 0 on !BR ( !B1, (1.5)

where Im stands for the imaginary part of a complex number, ' is the
unit outward normal on !AR, and ū is the complex conjugate of u.
If u is the complex valued order parameter or the wave function of a
superconducting or superfluid medium, then the boundary condition
(1.5) means that the boundaries !BR and !B1 are insulating and the
flux is zero. By contrast, prescribing Dirichlet boundary data u = g on
!BR and !B1 is less physical in the superconductivity and superfluidity
context since it is very di#cult to measure or control the wave function.

The boundary conditions in the class Fd were motivated from physical
reasoning. Indeed, (1.5) means precisely that there is no supercurrent
through the boundary and the degree condition appears due to the quan-
tization. On the other hand, the energy functional (1.1) is a somewhat
simplified version of a complicated physical phenomena (in particular,
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the surface energy is neglected). The analysis of this functional may or
may not capture the real physical phenomena which could be observed
in actual experiments. When our work was completed, it came to our
attention that there are some physical considerations which relate the
critical angular velocity of a superfluid to the thickness of a cross-section
of concentric cylinders containing the superfluid. Thus the mathemat-
ical model considered in this work captures the important features of
real physical phenomena. Physical arguments from [8], where a di"er-
ent model is used, are in qualitative agreement with our results but
are quantitatively di"erent. In particular, in the sequence of functions
constructed in Section 2, the vortices approach the boundary. It is not
clear whether this corresponds to a real physical picture or is just a by-
product of our analysis which can be eliminated by considering a more
sophisticated model.

There are special types of points where the order parameter, u, does
not just vanish but also has some nontrivial degree. Suppose u is smooth
on ! and u vanishes at some x & !. If for every su#ciently small simple
closed curve containing x one has deg(u/|u|, () )= 0, one says u has
a vortex at x. These points are of particular interest in the theory
of superconductivity and superfluidity. By changing the degree of the
boundary data, one may force u to develop vortices.

The main result of this work is the following:

Theorem 1 (Symmetry Breaking) For every 0 < # < 1/(
*

3d), let

Rc = e2/d(1!2$2d2). (1.6)

If R > Rc then the minimizer of E$ in the class of separated functions,
Fd

sep, cannot be a minimizer of E$ in Fd.

This result shows symmetry breaking in the following sense. The do-
main, the class (1.2), and the functional (1.1) are all rotationally sym-
metric. One might expect that a minimizer of (1.1)-(1.2) should also be
rotationally symmetric. However, Theorem 1 shows that this is not true
on a thick annulus.

For the clarity of exposition let d = 1 unless otherwise noted. The
results in the case of d > 1 are qualitatively the same. The modifications
required to the proofs in Sections 2 and 3 when d )= 1 are obvious. The
theorem is proven by combining the results in Sections 2 and 3. For
each fixed # < 1/

*
3 the comparison of (1.8) and (1.24) shows that if

{u(m)
$ } is a minimizing sequence as m ! + for E$ in F1 on a su#ciently

thick annulus (R > Rc) and if usep
$ is the unique minimizer, up to a

constant, of E$ in F1
sep then limm"# E$(u

(m)
$ ) < E$(u

sep
$ ). Therefore any
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minimizer of E$ on a thick annulus is not in F1
sep. This implies that it

is energetically profitable for the order parameter not to be rotationally
symmetric. A complete version of all of the proofs in this paper can be
found at [4].

Since this analysis carries through for all 0 < # < 1/
*

3, one can
consider the relationship between the minimization problem for fixed #
and the minimization problem for harmonic maps [2], [3]. This was the
original question which motivated this work. Let {#n} be a sequence
of positive numbers such that #n ! 0 as n ! +. Let v be the min-
imizer of E0(v) =

!
AR

|#v|2 in the class H = {v : AR ! S1 : v &
H1(AR),deg(v, !BR) = $ deg(v, !B1) = d}. Then v = ei& is the min-
imizer of E0, up to a multiplicative constant of modulus one. Given
a minimizer u$n of E$n in F1 for each #n and R > Rc, (1.8) implies
limn"# E$n(u$n) < E0(ei&) = ) log R. In the same fashion we have the
following more general result,

Proposition 1 If {u(m)
$n

} is any minimizing sequence of E$n in F1 as
m ! + and if R > Rc then

lim
n"#

lim
m"#

E$n(u(m)
$n

) < E0(ei&) = ) log R. (1.7)

This shows that the variational problem (1.3) for R > Rc is not a regular
perturbation in # of the corresponding harmonic map problem.

Several recent papers have discussed the issue of minimizing (1.1) with
degree boundary conditions. In [11], the Ginzburg-Landau functional
is studied with a magnetic potential in toroidal domains in R3. The
authors find local minimizers which converge to the harmonic map as
# ! 0 (Theorem 3.2). In [9], the Ginzburg-Landau functional (with
# = 1) is studied and the authors demonstrate the Lyapunov stability of
rotational solutions of the form %(r)eid& on thin annular domains in Rn

for n , 2. The work here shows that if one seeks a global minimizer over
the whole class Fd on a thick annulus, it is not su#cient to look only in
a neighborhood of the harmonic map or in the class Fd

sep.

2. BLASCHKE TYPE EXAMPLES
A sequence of functions in F1 is constructed whose energy is as close

to 2) as one wishes for every R > 1 and # > 0. Each function in the
sequence has a pair of vortices, one approaching the inner boundary of
the annulus and one approaching the outer boundary of the annulus.

Theorem 2 There exists a sequence of functions {un} % F1 such that
for any R > 1 and # > 0

lim
n"#

E$(un) = 2). (1.8)
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To prove this two technically simpler problems are considered in classes
of functions which are constant on one or the other of the connected
components of the boundary. In the end the solutions of these problems
are combined to produce the desired sequence of functions whose energy
approaches 2). Let

F10 = {u : AR ! C : u & H1(AR), |u| = 1 on !BR2 ,
deg(u, !BR2) = 1, and u|"BR1

- 1}. (1.9)

Lemma 1 There exists a minimizing sequence {ũa} % F10 such that

lim
a"R!

E$(ũa) = inf
u$F10

E$(u) = ). (1.10)

Proof. The proof comes in two steps.
Step 1. Show that for every u & F10, one has E$(u) , ). By the

degree formula (communicated to us by P. Mironescu),

1 = deg(u, !AR) =
1
)

"

AR

ux1 " ux2, (1.11)

where uxi is the partial derivative of u with respect to xi and ux1 " ux2

is the vector cross product of the partial derivatives (viewed as elements
of R2).

Using "

AR

ux1 " ux2 '
"

AR

|ux1 ||ux2 | '
1
2

"

AR

|#u|2, (1.12)

with (1.11), one gets 1
2

!
AR

|#u|2 , ). Thus E$(u) must be at least ) for
u & F10 .

Step 2. Show infu$F10 E$(u) ' ) by constructing a minimizing se-
quence {ũa} % F10. Let z be a complex number in BR % C. Consider
the Blaschke product (with one factor)

ua(z) =
z $ a

R $ (āz)/R
. (1.13)

Blaschke products, which are well-known in complex analysis, describe
conformal holomorphic functions with zeros (vortices) placed at pre-
scribed locations (see [12]).

Lemma 2 The function

ua : B̄R ! B̄1 (1.14)

is onto, conformal, has degree one on !BR, and for every z & BR,
lima"R! ua(z) = $1.
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This lemma can be proven by direct calculation (see [4]). Let a be
su#ciently close to R so that we can choose R̃ satisfying (R + 1)/2 <
R̃ ' a < R. Fix * such that 0 < * < R̃ $ (R + 1)/2 and let

ũa(z) =

#
$%

$&

ua in BR\BR̃
ha in BR̃\BR̃!'
$1 in BR̃!'\B1,

(1.15)

where ha has been chosen to linearly interpolate between the values of
ua and $1 along each radius in the annulus BR̃\BR̃!'. The goal is to
use ũa in place of ua in analyzing the energy as a approaches R!. To
do this, one must show

lim
a"R!

E$(ũa) = lim
a"R!

E$(ua) = ). (1.16)

The first equality is proven by substituting (1.13) and (1.15) and
letting a ! R!. Note, the energy of ha goes to zero as a approaches
R! since ha converges uniformly to $1 and |#ha| converges uniformly
to zero in AR.

Since ua is actually defined in the whole disk, one gets 1
2

!
AR

|#ua|2 =
1
2

!
BR

|#ua|2 $ 1
2

!
B1

|#ua|2. The second term goes to zero as a ! R!

since #ua converges uniformly to zero in AR. Therefore by making the
change of variables w = z/R and letting ã = a/R

1
2

"

BR

|#ua|2 =
1
2

"

B1

''''#
(

z $ ã

1 $ (ãz)

)''''
2

, (1.17)

where ã ! 1! as a ! R!. Applying Lemma 4 (see below) to the L2

norm of the gradient of ua, we get

1
2

"

BR

|#ua|2 =
1
2

"

B1

|#z|2 = ). (1.18)

By (1.18) and |ua| ' 1 (see Lemma 2), one gets .ua.H1(BR) ' C which
implies that there exists subsequence (again denoted by ua) and u & H1

such that ua
H1

+ u . Thus ua
Lp

! u for 1 < p < + as a ! R!. Since
ua ! $1 pointwise in AR as a ! R!, we find that u = $1. By
the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem,

!
AR

(1 $ |ua|2)2 ! 0 as
a ! R!. Therefore (1.16) holds. (See [4] for details.) •

Now we wish to perform the same construction as above but switching
the boundary conditions. Let

F01 = {u : AR ! C : u & H1(AR), |u| = 1 on !B1,
deg(u, !B1) = $1, and u|"BR - 1}. (1.19)
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Lemma 3 There exists a sequence {ub} % F01 such that

lim
b"1+

E(ub) = inf
u$F01

E(u) = ). (1.20)

The inversion z ! 1/z followed by the dilation r ! Rr reduces the
proof of this lemma to Lemma 1 (See [4] for details.)

Proof of Theorem 2. Let {an} and {bn} be sequences such that an !
R! and bn ! 1+ as n ! + and an, bn & AR. Let ũn = ũan ũbn . This
is a map with two vortices, one at an and one at bn. By the boundary
conditions for ũan and ũbn , one has ũn & F1. Let r̃ and hbn be the
inversions of R̃ and han respectively as described in Lemma 3. Then

ũn =

#
$$$$$%

$$$$$&

$uan , on BR\BR̃
$han , on BR̃\BR̃!'
1, on BR̃!'\Br̃+'

$hbn , on Br̃+'\Br̃

$ubn , on Br̃\B1.

(1.21)

since ũa - $1 near the inner boundary and ũb - $1 near the outer
boundary. By (1.16), and (1.21)

limn"# E(ũn) = limn"# (E(ũan) + E(ũbn))
= limn"# (E(uan) + E(ubn))
= 2)

(1.22)

•
Remark 1. We do not claim that the infimum for E$ in the class F1

is 2), only that it is less than or equal to 2).
Remark 2. If d > 1, one can arrange d Blaschke factors near each of

the boundaries. Then as d vortices approach the inner boundary and as
d vortices approach the outer boundary, the limit as n ! + in Theorem
2 will be 2)d.

The following lemma shows the energy of {ua} is independent of a.

Lemma 4 Let , be a conformal map from B1 ! B1. Then
"

B1

|#u|2 =
"

B1

|#(u / ,)|2. (1.23)

The lemma can be proven by changing variables z ! ,(z) and calcu-
lating the Jacobian (see [4]).

3. EXISTENCE OF A ROTATIONALLY
SYMMETRIC MINIMIZER

In this section, the minimizer in the class F1
sep will be analyzed. For

each R > 1 and # < 1/
*

3, the minimizer in this class exists, is unique,
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up to a multiplicative constant of modulus one, and converges uniformly
to the harmonic map in AR as # ! 0. The minimizer in F1

sep has energy
which grows logarithmically with R. This energy converges to ) log R,
the energy of the harmonic map, as # ! 0.

Theorem 3 Let # < 1/
*

3. Then

)(1 $ 2#2) log R ' min
u$F1

sep

E$(u) ' ) log R = E$(ei&) (1.24)

The phase and the modulus of u = %ei%, can be analyzed separately.
The part of E$ which depends on & can be isolated. It is minimized, up
to a constant, by & = $. The minimizer of the remainder is a solution
to a one-dimensional problem for %. The solution of this problem exists
and is unique. In polar coordinates (see (1.4)),

E$(u) =
1
2

"

AR

*(
!%

!r

)2

+
%2

r2

(
!&

!$

)2

+
1

4#2
(%2 $ 1)2

+

rdrd$. (1.25)

Proposition 2 Given any u = %(r)ei%(&) & F1
sep,

E$(u) , E$(%(r)ei&) (1.26)

with equality holding if and only if &($) = $ + C for some constant C.

Proof. Using the fact that % is a function of r only and that & is a
function of $ only,

E$(u) = )
! R
1

(,
"(
"r

-2
+ 1

4$2

.
%2 $ 1

/2
)

rdr

+1
2

! R
1

(2

r2 rdr
! 2!
0

,
"%
"&

-2
d$.

(1.27)

The minimizer of
! 2!
0

,
"%
"&

-2
d$ satisfying the boundary conditions is a

linear function with slope one. Substituting &($) = $ in (1.27),

E$(u) , )
! R
1

(,
"(
"r

-2
+ (2

r2 + 1
4$2

.
%2 $ 1

/2
)

rdr

= E$(%(r)ei&).
(1.28)

Equality holds in (1.28) if and only if & = $ + C and this proves the
proposition. •

Due to Proposition 2, we must now minimize E$(%(r)ei&), which is
given in (1.28). Next we show that if # is su#ciently small then any %
which minimizes (1.28) must be su#ciently close to 1.
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Proposition 3 If # < 1/
*

2, then any minimizer, %, of E$ in F1
sep sat-

isfies 0
1 $ 2#2 ' % ' 1. (1.29)

Outline of proof. The upper bound is a consequence of the maximum
principle for the Ginzburg-Landau equation.

Maximum Principle for Ginzburg-Landau Let ! be a bounded domain
in R2 with a smooth boundary. Let u & H1

0 (!) be a minimizer of (1.1)
where u & H1(!) and u = g on !! with g & H1/2(!!) and |g| = 1 on
!!. Then |u| ' 1 on !. (see [6])

To prove the lower bound in (1.29), let $ = {r & [1, R] : %(r) <*
1 $ 2#2} and define

%% =
*

% on $c
*

1 $ 2#2 on $.
(1.30)

By direct comparison E(%%ei&) ' E(%ei&) and the inequality is strict if
and only if $ )= 0.

Therefore any % which assumes values less than
*

1 $ 2#2 is not the
minimizer of E$. (See [4] for details.) •

This proposition can also be proven using maximum principle tech-
niques to get upper and lower bounds on % (see [10]) after a suitable
modification of the Euler-Lagrange equation for (1.28). The proof above
was chosen since it is in the variational spirit of the problem.

The Euler- Lagrange equation for (1.28) in terms of % is

%&& = $%&

r
+

%

r2
+

1
2#2

(%3 $ %). (1.31)

Next we show that there exists a unique solution to this problem.

Theorem 4 If # < 1/
*

3, there exists a unique minimizer, up to a
multiplicative constant of modulus one, of E$ in the class F1

sep of the
form %$ei& where %$(r) satisfies (1.31). It converges uniformly to ei& in
AR as # ! 0.

To show the existence of solutions to (1.31) the following theorem due
to Bernstein (see [1]) is applied.

Theorem 5 (Bernstein) Let % = %(r) and

%&& = G(r, %, %&). (1.32)
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If G, G(, and G(" are all continuous in all three arguments and if there
exists k > 0 , -(r, %) , 0 and .(r, %) > 0 with - and . locally bounded
such that

|G((r, %, %&)| > k (1.33)
|G(r, %, %&)| ' -(%&)2 + ., (1.34)

then there exists a unique solution passing through (r0, %0) and (r1, %1)
satisfying (1.32) as long as r0 )= r1.

Outline of the proof of Theorem 4. The equation (1.31) with r0 = 1,
r1 = R, %0 = 1, %1 = 1 and G(r, %, %&) = $("

r + (
r2 + 1

2$2 (%3 $ %) does
not satisfy hypothesis (1.33) or (1.34). However it is possible to redefine
G outside of the set S = {(r, %) : 1 ' r ' R, 1/

*
3 ' %} so that it

does satisfy the hypothesis in Theorem 5. Therefore there is a unique
solution and using maximum principle type arguments, one can show
that the solution must be in the set S. Thus it is a solution of the
original equation (1.31). The convergence of %$ei& to ei& is uniform due
to (1.29). (See [4] for details.) •

To understand the relationship between the energy of the minimizer
of E$ in F1

sep, %$ei&, and the energy of (1.21) one must estimate E$(%$ei&).
Proof of Theorem 3. Using Proposition 3

)(1 $ 2#2) log R ' )
" R

1

%2
$

r2
rdr ' E$(%$e

i&). (1.35)

Since ei& & F1
sep and %$ei& is the minimizer in F1

sep, the rightmost in-
equality of (1.24)holds. •

Remark 3. If d > 1 in Proposition 2, &($) = d$ + C which changes
term %2/r2 to %2d2/r2 throughout the rest of Section 3. The lower bound
in Proposition 3 becomes

*
1 $ 2#2d2 and in Theorem 4, # must be less

than 1/
*

3d. This changes (1.24) to )d2(1$ 2#2d2) log R ' E$(%$eid&) '
d2) log R . Resolving 2)d ' )d2(1$2#2) log R for R provides the critical
thickness found in Theorem 1.
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